Shaping Place through Music and Art: El Sistema & Creative Placemaking
By Laura Jekel
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Introduction
"Creative Placemaking" and "El Sistema" are relatively new terms referring to strategies for
transforming communities and changing lives. These strategies have been in use for
decades, but only in recent years have these two terms emerged to identify these
established ways to address community and social issues. The Kresge Foundation and
ArtPlace America (a grant-making fund with numerous contributing funders), among
others, are investing very heavily in creative placemaking. The El Sistema USA 2014 census
found that there were well over 100 El Sistema-inspired programs in the United States,
working with close to 30,000 youth.
Despite the popularization of creative placemaking, and the widespread growth of El
Sistema-inspired programs, the conversations surrounding these two fields have been,
with few exceptions, held in different realms. I believe not only that there is significant
overlap, but also that reciprocal learning could enrich both conversations. By using music
to empower vulnerable or marginalized populations, El Sistema-inspired programs can be
effective drivers for equitable community development and community building. These
programs can open the doors for creative placemaking work not only to gain the
participation of these populations, but in fact to have the work initiated and led by them.

This is especially true for neighborhoods where the voices of marginalized residents are
not being heard in the community development process.
From 2011 to 2015, I was the Director of MYCincinnati, an El Sistema-inspired youth
orchestra in Cincinnati that I founded through Price Hill Will, a non-profit community
development corporation. This past year, I have been working for the same organization as
Director of Creative Placemaking, a new position that is funded by the Kresge Foundation
through a two-year grant. Having worked in both these realms, I am motivated to write
about their relation to one another, and their overlap. What are the goals of each? What key
elements make them successful? Are there lessons that can be learned, or translated, from
one field to the other? Are El Sistema-inspired programs examples of creative
placemaking? Are they a viable strategy for positive community change, and if yes, what
makes them work?
In the following article, I will share definitions of creative placemaking, and El Sistemainspired programs. Next, I will discuss my experience this year learning about and
experimenting with creative placemaking strategies, including roadblocks, and goals for
the future. Following that I will give some specific examples of El Sistema-inspired
programs around the country, and an in-depth reflection about the first five years of
MYCincinnati. This will include how being a part of a community development corporation
shaped our El Sistema-inspired program, and some distinctive aspects of the program, such
as the Ambassador Ensemble. I will conclude with lessons learned, and some opportunities
for both strategies going forward. I believe that the work being done in El Sistema-inspired
programs has the power to greatly benefit the field of creative placemaking, and it is my
hope that those doing creative placemaking work will understand, and harness the
potential of these programs.
What is Creative Placemaking?
What follows are definitions from leaders in the field of creative placemaking. The National
Endowment for the Arts defines creative placemaking as: “Public, private, not-for-profit,
and community sectors partnering to strategically shape the physical and social
character of a neighborhood, town, tribe, city, or region around arts and cultural
activities.”1
LISC (Local Initiatives Support Corporation) is an organization that supports community
development nationwide, through local offices. LISC Greater Cincinnati and Northern
Kentucky has been supporting the work of Price Hill Will since it was founded in 2004, and
they are the organization that oversees Price Hill Will’s funding from the Kresge
Foundation. Since beginning a relationship with the Kresge Foundation in 2015, LISC has
been encouraging the organizations they support to consider the arts as a key strategy for
community development work. Their definition of creative placemaking is: “Residents
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coming together to make social, physical and economic changes in their
neighborhoods through the arts and culture.”2
ArtPlace America is a ten-year collaborative funding initiative that invests in creative
placemaking strategies around the country, and through its investment, it has been both
supporting and shaping the movement. ArtPlace’s definition argues that creative
placemaking must be rooted in geography, a place that you can draw a circle around on a
map. This separates a place from, for instance, a group of churchgoers who come together
to form a community, but who live dispersed throughout a larger region. ArtPlace’s
definition is: “Projects in which arts and culture play an intentional and integrated
role in place-based community planning and development that is human-centric,
comprehensive, and locally informed. Successful creative placemaking projects do
four things: 1) Define a community based in geography, such as a block, a
neighborhood, a city, or a region; 2) Articulate a change the group of people living
and working in that community would like to see; 3) Propose an arts-based
intervention to help achieve that change; 4) Develop a way to know whether the
change occurred.”3
Lastly, here is a definition that a leader in the creative placemaking field said to me during a
discussion, as I remember it: “Creative Placemaking is what happens when you put
artists at the center of the community development process.”
I would now like to present my own distillation of these definitions. I like to think about
creative placemaking as a recipe, with three main ingredients. If any one is missing, you
could still have something tasty, but I would hesitate to call it creative placemaking.
RESIDENTS + COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT OUTCOME + ARTS & CULTURE = CREATIVE PLACEMAKING

This definition will lead to a question that I will address in the next section: does my
neighborhood have all the ingredients in order to cook up some successful creative
placemaking?
Learning on the Job: Creative Placemaking at Price Hill Will
Price Hill Will, a nonprofit founded by residents in 2004 to work on comprehensive
community development in Cincinnati’s Price Hill neighborhood, has always had a focus on
the arts. In 2015, they received a grant from the Kresge Foundation, through the local LISC
office, to focus their arts initiatives in a more intentional way, using a strategy called
creative placemaking. When I heard this, and started researching creative placemaking, my
first thought was that our work at MYCincinnati was inadvertently a creative placemaking
initiative. In September I took the helm of Price Hill Will’s new creative placemaking
efforts, which for me initially involved a great deal of learning.
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The more I learned, the more I was
excited about the potential that this
field offered, but I was also cautious
and a little skeptical about how it
could be done in an equitable way
that truly benefited the entire
community, especially residents
who may not have a long history in
the neighborhood, or a track record
of contributing to the community
development process through the
usual channels of involvement in
community council or
neighborhood improvement
groups.

Artists: Share What You Know Class

I kept asking myself if I was in a position to facilitate successful creative placemaking in
Price Hill. In order to answer this, I decided to look at my three necessary creative
placemaking “ingredients.”
As we discussed, LISC defines creative placemaking as residents coming together to make
social, physical, and economic changes in their neighborhoods through arts and culture. But
it is important to ask which residents are coming together to make changes in the
community. Are there channels to hear the voices of those who are not traditionally heard
or listened to?
The next ingredient was arts and culture. If we are using artistic and cultural assets in the
neighborhood to effect change, are we starting from a point of equity? Who is leading local
arts organizations? Who are the artists that we are working with? Who is participating in
sharing and experiencing arts and culture in the neighborhood?
The last ingredient is a community development outcome. What is the desired outcome
is, and who expressed the desire for that outcome? Is it a goal that will benefit the entire
community, or only some?
In East Price Hill, there is a strong culture of residents coming together in any number of
ways to support the community. Hundreds of residents participated in a Price Hill planning
process in 2014, and the plan was approved by city council. There are robust community
councils and business alliances that regularly win city grants, and bring many resources
into the neighborhood. However, the residents that are engaging in the community in this
way are, in general, the residents who have lived here the longest, and East Price Hill is a
neighborhood that has had a large influx of new residents; now, over 50% of residents are
minorities.
My concern is that the voice of newer residents, many of whom are Hispanic with limited
English proficiency, and some of whom may have recently arrived due to displacement

from other neighborhoods, may not be heard through the traditional community planning
process. How can those already involved in making changes to their neighborhood, and
those in leadership roles in the neighborhood be intentionally inclusive in inviting wider
resident participation in these committees, councils, plans, and neighborhood
improvement opportunities? Sometimes an invitation might not be enough.
If only certain residents are making changes in the neighborhood, then the neighborhood is
going to become a place that those participating residents want to live and stay. How can
Price Hill be the most welcoming and inclusive neighborhood for all residents, and how can
we continue to make positive changes in the neighborhood that make it a place where all
residents want to live and stay?
Is the neighborhood in a position to use creative placemaking as a tool for equitable and
inclusive community development, led by residents, and using existing arts assets in the
neighborhood? And if not, can arts and culture be tools to encourage wider
engagement and participation
I believe they can, and that El Sistema-inspired programs can be effective tools to
accomplish it. In my year in my new role as Director of Creative Placemaking at Price Hill
Will, I have been experimenting with a variety of ways to address this question of
participation. I believe bringing people in Price Hill together to harness their collective
creative power can lead to engagement of residents who are frequently marginalized in the
traditional community planning processes.
Experiments in Creative Placemaking
This year, I have been fortunate to have
a lot of freedom to experiment with
new initiatives in Price Hill. My goals
are to use arts and culture to encourage
engagement, bring residents together,
and harness their creative power. I
would like to mention just a few of the
projects and programs that I have
implemented this year, and one I plan
on implementing during the second
year of the Kresge Foundation grant.
Piñata-making party at the International Welcome Center
This year I worked with local artists
and residents to plan two events.
The first was the Price Hill Posada. It was based on the traditional Mexican Christmas
celebration called Las Posadas. The event featured homemade Mexican food, a performance
by MYCincinnati, Salsa music by a live band, and lots and lots of piñatas. Leading up to the
main celebration, groups from all around Price Hill got together throughout the month of
December to make and decorate piñatas. There were over 100 resident-made piñatas,

which we hung from the ceiling of
the Firehouse, our Creative
Placemaking hub in Price Hill.
This transformed the Firehouse
into a museum, featuring work
made by residents. At the main
celebration, attendees were also
encouraged to vote for their
favorite piñata, and prizes were
given out. The space was
completely packed, and best of all
was the enthusiasm from
residents to help plan next year’s
event. The goal would be to
eventually have the event planned
and run entirely by residents.

Price Hill Posada

The second event was Las Alfombras, based
on an event that takes place in parts of
Guatemala around Semana Santa. Residents
came together, again to the Firehouse, to use
colorful woodchips to create large,
elaborately designed “carpets” on the floor of
the Firehouse. The designs were made by a
local Guatemalan artist, and transformed into
giant templates that community members
decorated with woodchips.

Price Hill Alfombras

The idea behind these events is that
everyone is an artist. By giving people an
engaging creative outlet, we are not only
building community and creating
pathways to neighborhood participation,
but also drawing out the natural creativity
of Price Hill residents.
Price Hill Alfombras

The next initiative I’d like to mention is
more along the lines of social practice art. As a professional cellist, I’ve thought about ways
that I can capitalize on my strengths as a musician to support creative placemaking work in
Price Hill. Along those lines, I have been spending every Wednesday from 4 to 6 p.m.

playing cello in the entrance to the Price Hill Kroger. In my estimation, the Kroger is in
some ways the heart of Price Hill. It’s the spot were if you stood there long enough, you’d
come across almost everyone in Price Hill. As a resident it’s where I do all my own grocery
shopping, and I can’t complete a shopping trip without bumping into multiple people I
know.
On Wednesdays, I bring my
cello, fliers about arts
events and opportunities
happening in the
neighborhood, and a sign
that says “Choose a piece
for me to play,” followed
by a list of songs. I’ll wait
until someone approaches
me, play about 20-30
seconds of music, and then
engage them in
Playing cello at the Price Hill Kroger
conversation. It’s a great
opportunity for a two-way exchange. I learn about resident’s hopes and wishes, as related
to arts and culture in Price Hill, and pass along resources to residents.
My goal is that this can eventually be a tool for broad community engagement. A few weeks
ago, a woman who works at Keep Cincinnati Beautiful, non-profit that does environmental
and beautification work in Cincinnati, set up a table next to me at Kroger, in order to get
resident feedback about a vacant lot project they are working on in Price Hill. After
stopping to hear some music, residents moved along to visit her table, where she asked
questions about their ideas for the vacant lot.
The best part of this initiative has been seeing residents begin to talk to each other as they
stop and listen to the music. I’ve heard conversations emerge between complete strangers,
connected through the unusual shared experience of hearing live music while shopping.
Many residents ask if I know about opportunities for children to learn music, and I tell
them about MYCincinnati and give them a flier. Surprisingly, many adults have been asking
about opportunities where they can learn music, and to that end I have decided to start a
Price Hill Adult Orchestra in the fall. This will be another opportunity to build community
and empower residents. It’s also another way for me to use my training as a musician to
address an expressed wish from community members.
What is an El Sistema-inspired Program?
Fundamusical, known familiarly as El Sistema, is an organization in Venezuela. Programs in
the U.S. are not a part of this organization, but rather are inspired by its work. On its
website, Fundamusical describes El Sistema as follows:

“The National System of Youth and Children’s Orchestras and Choirs of
Venezuela is a social and cultural project of the state of Venezuela. It is also
known as El Sistema, conceived and founded in 1975 by conductor and
musician José Antonio Abreu in order to systematize the collective and
individual instruction and practice of music, through symphonic orchestras
and choirs, as instruments of social organization and humanistic
development.”4
It is an inspiring project that has
transformed millions of lives in
Venezuela through access to music
education. Over 20 countries around the
world have programs inspired by El
Sistema, and the number of programs
worldwide is growing rapidly.

A núcleo outside Merida, Venezuela

The idea behind El Sistema is that music
can be a tool for changing people’s lives,
their communities, and even the world.
It’s an ambitious and idealistic project,
but one that has momentum, and that
has shown results.

Through a training program at New England Conservatory in Boston called the Sistema
Fellows Program, I was able to travel to Venezuela in 2011 for five weeks, to see El Sistema
firsthand. One of the fascinating things is the breadth of the program. We visited tiny
communities where dozens of students shared just a few instruments between them,
where children attended their local núcleos (musical learning centers) for up to 20 hours
each week, learning music and building community. On the other end of the spectrum,
Venezuela has some of the best youth orchestras in the world, and its top tier young
musicians travel the globe, playing for packed audiences. It’s about both musical and social
goals, about empowerment through the pursuit of musical excellence.
There are over 100 El Sistema-inspired programs in the U.S., but unlike Venezuela where
all núcleos are all part of a single parent organization, programs in the U.S. are all
independent. There can even be multiple programs in the same city, all run independently.
For example, in Boston there are 13 programs, connected only through shared values and
joint concerts and events.
Because there is no single organization that links El Sistema-inspired programs in the U.S.,
there is also no overseeing body that can confirm or deny that a program is in fact “El
Sistema-inspired” (a valuable branding tool). Programs self-identify. That is both a good
thing – because it gives the flexibility needed in our large and diverse country, but also a
4
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bad thing – because organizations could use the term for their own gain without really
being inspired by El Sistema (although who is to say if they are or aren’t)?
In the U.S. there is a guiding document that is often used help in defining El Sistema. During
the first year of the Sistema Fellows Program at New England Conservatory (I was in the
second year’s class), the 10 fellows worked on a document that would capture the essential
elements of El Sistema in Venezuela – what defines it, and what makes it successful. They
came up with a set of core values, and ten fundamental elements that they believed were
“the most distinctive elements of El Sistema in Venezuela, for those inspired by it to attend
to as they follow its beacon on their home soil.”5 The ten fundamentals are: 1) Mission of
Social Change; 2) Access and Excellence; 3) The Núcleo Environment; 4) Intensity; 5) The
use of Ensemble; 6) The Citizen/Artist/Teacher/Scholar Model; 7) The multi-year
continuum; 8) Family and Community Inclusion; 9) Connections and Network; 10)
Ambition and Achievement.6
There are four I want to draw special attention to. First: Access. El Sistema-inspired
programs are set-up specifically to reach our most vulnerable population, including
children from low-income families, children who face daily obstacles in their lives, as well
as minorities and immigrants. Access can refer to the cost (or lack of cost) of a program, its
location, and its accessibility. It could mean assisting students with transportation, or
removing other unanticipated barriers preventing students from attending.
Next is Intensity. The intensity refers to a number of hours of programming, as well as the
attitude taken towards learning music. There is no specified number of hours defined
either by El Sistema in Venezuela, or by the guiding document that lists these
fundamentals. In Venezuela students can spend well over 20 hours each week at a núcleo.
Many U.S. programs have programing from 8 to 12 hours per week. This intensive
programming is not only a musical tool to achieve results quickly. When working with
vulnerable students who may have the inclination to give up easily on themselves, there is
a need for a stable, consistent place to learn and thrive. Daily participation in a program
leads to faster musical success, which in turn inspires students to persevere.
The use of the Ensemble, like intensity, is both a pedagogical tool, and a social tool. Group
learning supports students who learn at different paces, and who may not have what some
would consider natural musical talent. In the early stages, the focus is on playing together
as a group, and ensemble goals, rather than individual musical achievement.
Lastly, and perhaps most important for this article, is the Family and Community
Inclusion. This can be difficult for some U.S. programs located in schools, or even during
the school day, when parents and the community might not play a large role, but I will
argue that this is a vital component of El Sistema-inspired programs in the U.S. Children are
part of a larger ecosystem that involves many other people, and bringing this ecosystem
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into the El Sistema-inspired program will offer students resources and support from many
angles, as well as weave the program into the fabric of the community.
MYCincinnati: How Being a Part of a CDC Shaped the Program
After completing the Sistema Fellows Program at New England Conservatory, I moved to
Cincinnati, where I founded MYCincinnati, a free, El Sistema-inspired youth orchestra
program in Price Hill. MYCincinnati is not its own 501c3, but rather a program of the nonprofit Price Hill Will, which at that point had been in existence seven years.
Price Hill Will addresses community development through three main avenues: physical
revitalization, economic development, and community engagement. MYCincinnati did not
fit neatly within any one of those program areas, but it did relate directly to Price Hill Will’s
mission and programming goals.
Knowing that MYCincinnati would be a part of a CDC (community development
corporation) helped shape its mission, which is “to use classical music as a tool for youth
development and community engagement by providing urban children with access to free,
intense, high-quality music education.” The community engagement piece is vital, because
it demonstrates the aspiration to use music to shape the community, in addition to the lives
of the students directly involved.
MYCincinnati has grown rapidly
since we began with 11 students
in 2011. Currently, there are
close to 100 students, and
programming happens for four
hours every weekday.
MYCincinnati has its own
building, a large historic
firehouse in the main East Price
Hill business district. The
building is also used for a
variety of creative placemaking
activities, such as events,
meetings, and resident-led art
classes.

MYCincinnati’s first concert, October 2011

Having its own building has helped shape MYCincinnati’s identity. Now that there is plenty
of space, a number of parents have started to hang out in the building during programming
hours, and eventually decided to join the orchestra. There are currently seven parents
attending rehearsals daily, and one mom has even progressed from the beginning orchestra
to the intermediate orchestra.

Another strength of MYCincinnati
that relates directly to creative
placemaking is that the program is
based in a place. The physical location
of the Firehouse is only one aspect of
this. All the students in the program
live in Price Hill, and it would be
possible to mark their addresses on a
map and draw a circle around it. The
program is neighborhood-based. An
unplanned extension of this is that all
the staff and teaching artists live in
The Firehouse
Price Hill. In fact, they all live within
one mile of the firehouse. One Teaching Artist and his wife even live in a loft apartment
directly above the firehouse, known as the “bird’s nest.” This is a community based around
a shared musical experience, but also around geographic proximity.
MYCincinnati students perform frequently – at least a few times each month, and often in
Price Hill. In the last five years they’ve played over 150 concerts in 65 different venues,
reaching over 13,000 people. Price Hill venues include churches, schools, art galleries,
coffee shops, parks, the library, the recreation center, to name a few. This is an intentional
effort for the orchestra to be woven into the fabric of the community, and to build pride
among residents. Outside of Price Hill, students have performed on the stage of every major
Cincinnati venue, such as the School for Creative and Performing Arts, Music Hall (where
the Cincinnati Symphony plays), at the Aronoff Center, and at Memorial Hall. These
concerts empower the students and families. The young musicians begin to view
themselves as someone of value – someone who gets up on stage and is applauded for their
accomplishments.
The MYCincinnati network supports the youth involved not only through free music
programming, but also through any number of other ways. A staff member sees a
MYCincinnati mom at the bus stop outside Kroger on a cold day, and offers to give her a
ride home. Parents support other parents who don’t have a car by giving their kids rides to
rehearsals. A staff member spends a Sunday morning helping a student prepare for her
ACTs. A parent mentions to a staff member’s wife that they can’t buy Christmas gifts for
their children this year, and she connects with a local non-profit that that ends up
providing that family with holiday gifts. These are all actual ways that MYCincinnati’s broad
network strengthens families. These relationships make a community stronger, and they
also provide channels for community engagement and empowerment.
One goal of Price Hill Will, and of MYCincinnati, is to change the narrative of Price Hill.
Often one hears negative things from people outside the neighborhood about the crime,
blight, and drugs. However there are so many positive things occurring in the
neighborhood, and Price Hill Will wants to draw attention to them. MYCincinnati has
gained citywide attention for the quality of its engagement, and of its musical
programming. Evidence of this can be seen in a recent occurrence. The only requirement to

join MYCincinnati is living in Price Hill, and recently, a family living in a different
neighborhood visited MYCincinnati with their three kids, to see the program. They are
actually considering moving to Price Hill just to be able to join the program. As we’ll see in
the next section of the article, this phenomenon is not limited to MYCincinnati.
There is one other element of
MYCincinnati that I want to
mention, and that is the
Ambassador Ensemble, a
group founded in 2014 by
Eddy Kwon, now the Director
of MYCincinnati. In fall 2014,
Eddy received one of five
individual artist grants from
the city of Cincinnati. He used
these funds to plan an
ambitious project. He worked
The MYCincinnati Ambassador Ensemble
with six of the older
MYCincinnati students who had been in the program for multiple years. The first half of the
year was spent having critical discussions about identity, community, race, gender, and
other issues. Eddy then took material from these discussions and created a half hour song
cycle for the six students and him to play and sing. Local filmmakers documented the entire
process. The half-hour film, plus half-hour performance were presented in spring 2015 in
five packed performances all around Cincinnati. This project not only drew attention to
MYCincinnati, but it was an effective and powerful way to share the voices and experiences
of these six Price Hill teenagers. This project is ongoing, and continues to thrive. The
documentary and performance can be viewed on the MYCincinnati website.7
El Sistema-inspired Programs around the Country
In this section, I will discuss one El Sistema-inspired program in some depth, followed by a
few additional examples of community involvement at El Sistema-inspired programs
around the country.
JAMM (Juneau Alaska Music Matters) was founded in 2010. Talking with its Founder and
Director, Lorrie Heagy, I learned about the geographically fascinating city of Juneau. The
city is geographically divided in two parts: a valley – carved out by the Mendenhall Glacier
– and downtown/Douglas Island. The two areas are a 20-minute drive away, yet the valley
has a higher density of lower income and Native Alaskan residents. JAMM has
programming in three of the four elementary schools in the valley. At these JAMM schools
every kindergartener and first grader receives 90 minutes of music as school readiness
programming to build focus, discipline, and teamwork. Reports through the grapevine
indicate that many families have moved into JAMM schools’ neighborhood boundaries in
7
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order to be in the JAMM program, even though two are Title I schools. Evidence that
supports (although not confirms) this is that the one valley school that does not have JAMM
is losing population, and has dropped from 18 to 13 classes in the last six years.
JAMM’s success has made it a
place-based asset, and one that is
rooted in arts and culture. I want
to mention a specific instance
where JAMM followed my recipe
for creative placemaking (arts &
culture + residents + community
development outcome) in an
innovation way. There is a Federal
Credit Union in the valley that
wanted to address feelings that
residents might have of banks
being intimidating. The Credit
JAMM Performing at the Alaska State Board’s Annual Meeting
Union worked with JAMM on a
strategy to get people into the door, and make sure that their first visit to the space was a
positive and welcoming experience. During March for Arts Education month, JAMM’s
schools exhibited art throughout the credit union, and played concerts. They have
continued this strategy as a way to celebrate the youth in the community, and build trust
between residents and the credit union.
Big Noise, an El Sistema-inspired program in Scotland, has a very special way of engaging
families, which I learned about through a friend who attended the Sistema Scotland
conference in 2014. In 2008, they started an initiative called “Take a Musician Home for
Tea.” Musicians who teach at Big Noise go to students’ homes and together with the
students they give a short concert. Families can invite other friends, relatives, and
neighbors to join, or it could be a performance just for those living in the house. This
initiative is a way to “build relationships and trust with the families.”8
Other programs engage in service learning projects, or community service projects.
Christine Witkowski, former Director of the Los Angeles El Sistema-inspired program YOLA
at HOLA, shared with me their process for choosing a community project. The students
themselves were the ones who identified a service-learning project they wanted to
complete by thinking about the question “what can we do together with our music to
support our community?” At ComMUSICation in Saint Paul, MN, youth had the option of
participating in various community service projects. One project was working with
Macalester College students on Halloween morning to make tie blankets that were then
donated to a children's hospital. After making the blankets, ComMUSICation students also
got a chance to tour the college campus and bond with new college friends over lunch. It
was an opportunity to do something for the community, but also to benefit the students by
creating connections to a local college.
8
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Parents of El Sistema Lehigh Valley, an El Sistema-inspired program in Allentown, PA,
coordinated a fashion show fundraiser, where Miss Teen Pageant winners hosted a
runaway event featuring designs by GUSA by Victoria, and showcased a musical
performance of the students from the program. All proceeds from the ticketing and clothing
benefitted the program. The best part of this event was that it was initiated and put
together entirely by one of the parents of an El Sistema Lehigh Valley student.
The El Sistema-inspired program Kidznotes is working on a larger scale to connect with
and address community development challenges by partnering with the East Durham
Children's Initiative, modeled after the Harlem Children's Zone. Kidznotes joins a
consortium of nonprofits, government services, citizens and police that have teamed up to
support a 120-block, 1.2 square mile area square radius in Durham, NC. Their mission is to
create a pipeline of high-quality services for children and families in East Durham starting
from birth and continuing through high school to college and/or a career. As the only arts
partner within this initiative, Kidznotes is contributing to building creative community
within the Zone, and finding other ways to connect with local organizations to support
overall community health.
Conclusion: Lessons & Opportunities
There are El Sistema-inspired programs
popping up all over the country, and it’s
amazing to see the variety of approaches.
I think one thing that El Sistema-inspired
programs in the U.S. does well is adapt
the model to different settings and
communities, harnessing local assets to
create a successful program.
The programs that I’ve found most
MYCincinnati student’s birthday celebration in the Firehouse
successful each find innovative ways of
simultaneously engaging with the community, and drawing the community into the
program. Deep, meaningful relationships are built directly between staff, families, and
community members, thereby creating an additional support network that can strengthen
an entire community. This is made possible because the program is offering something that
the community values, and in return, the program becomes a vehicle to harness the
collective power of its residents.
I believe that El Sistema-inspired programs can be valuable creative placemaking
initiatives. El Sistema-inspired programs can, in turn, be strengthened by thinking about
themselves not as an arts initiative or social service initiative, but as a community
development strategy. I hope that advocates and leaders in both fields can begin to learn
about the other, and see the opportunities embedded in the overlap between the two.

